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more people will live in cities by 2050

Source: United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs



Source: Kuka Robotics Source: Taylor Farms

Source: MaRS Discovery DistrictSource: MIT Technology Review Source: Getty images





Circle Health



Patient journey / services flows



 Clinical Flows
 Security
 Catering
 Toilets
 Daylight
 Administration
 Facilities Management
 Storage
 Change
 Waiting
 General Sanitary
 Services + IT









 28% reduction in cost;
 20% saving in programme;
 79% ‘standardised’ components 

used on subsequent projects



Chip Thinking®



Chip Thinking®























Faster option appraisal Joint decision making 
+ accountability

Leaner contingencies through 
better understanding of risks

Optimised procurement Flexible + agile solutions Better decision making, 
better use of capital



Components
 Trusses
 Columns
 Building Fabric
 Walls
 Ceilings
 Flooring
 Fixed furniture & equipment
 Furniture
 Architectural metalwork
 Security modules
 Waste modules
 Change modules
 Accessories

Interfaces
 Interface library – connections between 

standard components
 Structural connections
 Envelope to structure
 Internal fit out to envelope / structure
 Walls to ceilings

Design tools
 Sub-assemblies comprising standard 

components in common configurations

Packaging
 All components with packaging for shipping



Small, upskilled, highly productive teams

 60% reduction in programme;
 75% reduction in labour;
 Cost neutral (achieves world class 

standards for the cost of traditional 
construction in emerging markets).



Guided instructions + Manufacturing Execution Systems



Developing Platforms to bridge the gap 
between manufacturing and construction





Evolution of an idea

GSK ‘NewWays’ 2007 Herts BSF 2009 Circle Reading 2009



Evolution of an idea

Platforms 2017
Automated construction 2019…

Gutenborg 2013





A Platform-based approach to construction





Prototyping 
facility





Automated design



Platforms = RULES

RULES = Automated Design



different, but just as slow

where are now
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smarter

the same, but faster

Automated Design =



BIM

Architect

Quantity Surveyor

Contractor

Client

Operator Structural Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Electrical Engineer

Today =



Data 
Lake

Generative Design

BIM

Digital Manufacture

VR+AR

IoT Algorithmic Simulation

Mathematical Modelling

Geo-spatial analysis

=Automated Design
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Rapid Engineering Model for 
Highways England 

Design Configuration Tool for 
Pre-fabricated Schools

Accelerated design for 
Platform-based Buildings

Automated design
Towards a platforms approach

Configuration Tool for 
Precision Manufactured Housing 

Automated design for 
Crossrail tunnel lining



SEISMIC Design Configurator for Systemised Schools

www.seismic-school-app.io/





Key adjacencies

Access to 
daylight

External 
access

Corridor 
access

Frequency by area

Room 
frequency





PRISM Design Configuration for Precision Manufactured Homes

prism-app.io



Space for 
precision 
manufactured 
housing

Design community

Manufacturing market

Current state



Design community

Manufacturing market

Future state



1. Data analysis of London housing

2. Capture spatial design rule sets

3. Capture manufacturing systemisation 
rule sets

4. Create digital toolkit

How did we go about it?



…at city and borough level…



…at building level…



…at apartment level…



…at room level…





1. Data analysis of London housing

2. Capture spatial design rule sets

3. Capture manufacturing systemisation 
rule sets

4. Create digital toolkit

How did we go about it?



Apartment central logic and parametric design



1. Data analysis of London housing

2. Capture spatial design rule sets

3. Capture manufacturing systemisation 
rule sets

4. Create digital toolkit

How did we go about it?





Rapid Engineering Model for 
Highways England



What is REM (Rapid Engineering Model)?



 Assemblies Components  Parametric assemblies

The evolution of REM



Parametric components - visibility



The step-by-step Rapid Engineering Model process is as follows;

 Analysis of digitally captured topographic and environmental data

 Evaluation of suitability of analysed data

 Automation of design layout, following scripted design rules

 Optimisation of design layout according to project specific criteria

 Generation of BIM model

How does REM work?



Analysis of data



Evaluation of data



Automated design



Generation of models + data





Optimise site layouts using a genetic algorithm



Digital assembly from a known library of components



The judges said: ‘These ingenious 
tools, which can be plugged into an 
architect’s existing 3D modelling 
programmes, allow designers to 
quickly get through the complexity 
of the regulatory landscape and 
give more time to creativity. As 
well as removing boredom and 
waste, these fun apps also 
democratise the design process 
and empower clients.’



Potential for wider application in the industry



“The designer grants the Client an 
irrevocable, royalty-free, worldwide and 

non-exclusive licence in perpetuity to use, 
copy and reproduce the Materials for any 

purpose whatsoever.”





A platform approach means we will use digitally 
designed components across multiple types 
of asset and apply those components 
wherever possible, minimising the need to 
design bespoke components.

For example, a single component could be used 
as part of a school, hospital, prison building or 
station.

The three principles are:
1. Design for manufacture;
2. Use a Platform approach;
3. Open for manufacture, use and procurement.





Final thoughts







Let’s not do this…







brydenwood.co.uk/resources/174



Thank you.
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